
 
 

Year 11 into 12 Bridging the Gap  

Summer Work for 2020 Entry 

 

We want you to be really successful and what it takes to be successful at GCSEs is different from being 

successful at A-Levels. Although you have fewer subjects there are different skills at A-Level and the 

volume of work is greater because the depth and detail is more demanding. 

Bridging the Gap Work will reassure you that the subject you have selected is for you, or allow you time to 

change your choice of subject at enrolment, as long as there is space and you meet the entry criteria. We 

want you to study a course that interests you and you are sufficiently qualified to study. 

 

Head of Subject:  Miss Hudson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject:    Art 

Aim of Bridging Work: 
 
To further extend skills secured at GCSE level to start to bridge the gap to A’Level 
 
To provide a creative way to explore the current situation we find ourselves in with lockdown 
 

Equipment List : 
PDF ‘ART - Here & Now intro’ – uploaded to 
SPH bridging work page  

Textbook(s) for September: 
N/A 
 
Reading List: 
Subscribe to ‘The Art Assignment’ channel on 
YouTube and pick videos you want to watch, 
aim to watch 2 a week 

Tasks 

This week you are going to select one area of ‘Here and Now’ to focus your investigation on. Read the additional 

PDF uploaded to the website – ART SUPPORT SHEET - HERE AND NOW for your introduction to the topic. 

Look at the 3 sub-theme boards we have created on the SPHArt pinterest account for you ‘++Finding Joy in the 

small things++’, ‘++Habits and Routines++’, ++Windows and Viewpoints++ for visual stimuli. Search SPHArt 

under people if you don’t already follow us on Pinterest. 

Start to collate images that inspire you (make sure you include artists names wherever possible).  

Create a mind-map to present the ideas you have gathered. On your mind-map you must present your research 

in a neat manner and must include your research imagery, the title of the sub-theme you have chosen, artists or 

photographers name (you can get ideas form artists or photographers), and a short explanation of why you have 

selected that theme. 

 

 

Start to explore the variety of videos on ‘The Art Assignment’ YouTube channel.  



 
 

 

  

Tasks 

Look at Mark Powell’s ‘Envelopes’ series      - the QR code will take you straight to his work 

Write an artist analysis of his Envelope series. It is important that you are unpick and  

analyse the work in detail. Write a short paragraph to introduce the artist and his envelope work.  

Pick two examples of his work that you really like and analyse them; composition, media used, impact of work on 

you as a viewer. Explain your opinion of his work. The vocab sheet below may help. If you would like feedback on 

a draft of your analysis then please email it to my email as shown on the first page. 

Create a visual response to Mark Powell’s envelope series. Create a study of an object/series of objects/ person/ 

view to link in with the sub-theme that you have chosen. You must work on an envelope, choose your media 

carefully, think about your positioning of your drawing on the envelope.  

Watch another two videos from the variety on ‘The Art Assignment’ YouTube channel.  



 
 

 


